Collagen fibre orientation and dispersion govern ultimate tensile strength, stiffness and the fatigue performance of bovine pericardium.
The durability of bovine pericardium leaflets employed in bioprosthetic heart valves (BHVs) can significantly limit the longevity of heart valve prostheses. Collagen fibres are the dominant load bearing component of bovine pericardium, however fibre architecture within leaflet geometries is not explicitly controlled in the manufacture of commercial devices. Thus, the purpose of this study was to ascertain the influence of pre-determined collagen fibre orientation and dispersion on the mechanical performance of bovine pericardium. Three tissue groups were tested in uniaxial tension: cross-fibre tissue (XD); highly dispersed fibre-orientations (HD); or preferred-fibre tissue (PD). Both the XD and PD tissue were tested under cyclic loading at 1.5 Hz and a stress range of 2.7 MPa. The results of the static tensile experiments illustrated that collagen fibre orientation and degree of alignment significantly influenced the material's response, whereby, there was a statistically significant decrease in material properties between the XD groups and both the PD and HD groups for ultimate tensile strength and stiffness (p < 0.01). Furthermore, HD tissue had a stiffness of approximately 58% of the PD group, and XD tissue had a stiffness of approximately 18% of the PD group. The dynamic behaviour of the XD and PD groups was extremely distinct; for example a Weibull analysis indicated that the 50% probability of failure in specimens with fibres orientated perpendicular (XD) to the loading direction occurred at 375 cycles. Due to this failure, XD specimens survived on average less than 20% of the cycles completed by those in which fibres were aligned along the loading direction (PD). The results from this study indicate that fibre architecture is a significant factor in determining static strength and fatigue life in bovine pericardium, and thus must be incorporated in the design process to improve future device durability.